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Background:

The seagrass Zostera capensis forms a vital component of southern African estuarine systems
as it provides critical ecosystem services which support biodiversity, estuary functioning and
economically important fishery industries. This intertidal seagrass is restricted to estuaries
and  sheltered  bays,  and  appears  to  rely  chiefly  on  vegetative  reproduction,  limiting  its
dispersal capacity along the often-harsh coastlines of southern Africa. As such, these isolated
and  highly  clonal  populations  are  likely  to  be  more  vulnerable  to  the  impacts  of  global
change,  the  effects  of  which  are likely  to  cascade  through the  ecosystem.  South African
estuaries are both highly threatened and often poorly protected, and little is known about the
standing  of  the  southern-east  African  coastline  in  this  regard,  increasing  the  urgency  of
assessing the status of this keystone estuarine species. A genomic approach can provide a
cost-effective, comprehensive characterisation of evolutionary history and potential, and can
be applied to evaluate vulnerability, resilience and adaptive potential.

Methods:

A spatial planning approach was implemented in Marxan with various prioritisation scenarios
to evaluate regions that protect genomic diversity and evolutionary resilience. This utilised
habitat  data  as  well  as  SNP  data,  previously  obtained  through  the  ezRAD  method,
representing both neutral and putatively adaptive genomic variation and differentiation of 12
Z. capensis populations across its range

Results:

All  scenarios  prioritised  estuaries  along  the  entire  planning  region,  however,  including
genomic data increased the number of estuaries prioritised. Different measures of genomic
diversity prioritise similar estuaries and hotspots for the conservation of genomic diversity
exist  along the west,  south-west and east  coasts,  as planning units  in  these regions  were
selected at high frequencies across genomic scenarios.

Conclusion:

Current and proposed marine protected areas based solely on habitat are far from sufficient,
and their shortcomings are compounded by discordance with the distribution and intensity of
environmental  pressures.  However,  by  including  any  one  measure  of  genomic  diversity,
distinctness  or  adaptive  potential,  conservation  managers  may  sufficiently  represent  the
evolutionary  processes behind the patterns  of variation to increase representativeness and
resilience, while simplifying the conservation prioritisation procedure.
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